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he release of the fifth edition of the Diagnostic and
statistical manual of mental disorders (DSM-5)1 clas-
sification system, scheduled for May 2013, will

create controversy due to the expanded range of problems
now classed as mental disorders. However, in our view, it
is unlikely to improve clinical care. The ultimate test for
any system of diagnosis is its clinical utility. That is, does it
assist clinicians to improve their selection or sequencing
of treatments and enable them to make more accurate
prognostic statements in keeping with newer concepts
and knowledge? We propose that a refinement to tradi-
tional diagnostic practice — clinical staging — is more
likely to improve clinical care and inform future research
into the causes of mental disorders.2-5 Further, clinical
staging draws the practice of clinical psychiatry closer to
general medicine, especially with regard to chronic dis-
ease management.

In the past century, a major challenge for psychiatry was
a lack of international consensus on diagnostic categories.
For many decades, DSM and other international systems
strived to enhance the reliability of psychiatric diagnoses.
Recent field trials for DSM-5 indicate that acceptable
reliability remains elusive.6 However, even diagnostic cate-
gories with modest reliability have limited validity. A major
weakness is that the diagnoses refer to “categorical pheno-
types” that fail to address critical differences in clinical
presentations associated with age of onset or stage or
course of illness.2-5 Most criteria reinforce categories
derived from observations of middle-aged people with
long-established stable illnesses, who have often been
treated extensively by specialised mental health services.
Inevitably, these map poorly onto earlier, less specific
clinical presentations seen in general outpatient, primary
care or community settings. They also presuppose that
independent causal pathways exist for each clinical pheno-
type — an assumption that is not supported by contempo-
rary family, genetic, neurobiological or risk factor
research.2,3

What are the alternatives? Twenty-first century health
care places an increasing premium on personalised or
stratified medicine, with the goal of delivering more tail-
ored treatments. Consequently, there is increasing interna-
tional support for applying the concepts of clinical staging,
particularly for adolescents and young adults with signifi-
cant mood or psychotic disorders.4,7 Given that 50% of

major mental disorders begin between 15 and 25 years of
age, a focus on enhanced care and novel clinical research
during this critical developmental phase is a timely test of
this framework.5,8,9

At its core, the clinical staging model recognises the full
spectrum of illness experience. For example, for ischaemic
heart disease, the staging model identifies individuals at
risk (because of genetics, lifestyle or other risk factors),
those with symptoms or related syndromes that suggest
illness progression (eg, hypertension, metabolic syn-
drome) and those with overt evidence of cardiac disease
(eg, angina). Further, treatments differ at each point on the
illness continuum, with interventions with lower risk–
benefit ratios being provided at earlier stages (ie, dietary
change or increased exercise for the at-risk stage, and
more complex medical treatments for later stages). In
psychiatry, this approach also differentiates at-risk individ-
uals (stage 0; eg, family history of severe mental disorders)
from those with early subthreshold or attenuated syn-
dromes (stage 1; eg, brief episodes of psychotic or
hypomanic symptoms) from those meeting threshold
diagnostic criteria (stage 2) or with established or persist-
ing illness (stage 3). Importantly, staging suggests that
disorders emerge via a limited set of overlapping and
fluctuating symptom clusters (microphenotypes), some of
which resolve, while others progress and stabilise into
clinical presentations (macrophenotypes) that ultimately
resemble more traditional diagnoses.2-5 The clinical sta-
ging model is compatible with clinical reality and can be
tested for reliability, predictive validity and patterns of
association with developmental epidemiology and neuro-
biological markers.7,10

For mental health, the critical challenge is to help all
patients entering care by reducing symptoms, promoting
recovery and quality of life, and preventing progression to
premature death or further disability.8 The means for
achieving these outcomes may be better assisted by clinical
staging rather than by prematurely assigning categorical
diagnoses to an evolving clinical profile. Also, rather than
encouraging early use of medical interventions, the specific
intent of staging models is to mimic the disease-manage-
ment principles now widely applied in general medicine,
which enable clinicians to target stage-appropriate inter-
ventions from early in the course of illness. Thus, for most
young people entering care before the development of full-
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blown mood or psychotic disorders, the emphasis is on
providing relevant information and psychological strate-
gies (including e-mental health), reducing known risk
factors (notably alcohol and/or substance misuse), mini-
mising self-harm, promoting resilience, encouraging self-
monitoring and reviewing longitudinal course.8 In future,
low-risk, evidence-based neuroprotective strategies
(which are behaviourally, psychologically or medically
based) may also become available.

Clinical staging revolutionised general medical practice,
focusing attention on the benefits of intervening earlier in
the course of life-threatening illnesses. For clinical psychi-
atry, it could enable appropriate matching of the timing
and intensity of interventions to the specific needs of help-
seeking individuals. Also, staging sheds light on the evolu-
tion of symptom networks and syndromes,5 and enhances
our chances of validating specific pathophysiological path-
ways and of introducing more objective measures of illness
risk, onset and progression.2 In medicine, the successor of
clinical staging was clinicopathological staging. In the
future, we hope that clinical psychiatry will also be based
on the combination of objective markers of illness course
and enhanced clinical care.
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